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BRINGING STREET FOOD
TO THE PARTY
An evolution in event catering is happening.
Bite Club is driving this change.
Exciting things are happening on the streets of Berlin and beyond. Food lovers with
fantastic cooking skills and tasty ideas are evermore emerging and street food is
gaining worldwide recognition. Bite Club is revolutionising street food by introducing
this outdoor spirit to the catering industry - in an authentic, professional and funloving way. We continue to collaborate with talented cooks, independent businesses
and innovative clients to create a dynamic food scene. Skip breakfast and leave
room in that belly for all the culinary treats that lie in store.

WHO WE ARE
Bite Club is a catering and event organisation that has been celebrating
Berlin street food since 2013. We have set up markets in various iconic
locations, helped launch over 50 local businesses and created a community
where passionate people, fresh ideas and brilliant cooking can flourish.

HIRE BITE CLUB
FOR
YOUR PARTY
Tired of traditional catering and the same
old menu options? We offer a modern-day
and joyful catering experience that will
surprise your taste buds and satisfy your
cravings. As street food experts, we are
passionate about giving your party the street
food dimension. Whether you are organising
a private celebration or a corporate event,
we will happily feed the hungry crowd.

We curate a stellar line-up of Berlin’s best
and brightest street food traders that serve
mouth-watering and authentic food, along
with unique bar offers tailored to your event.
With our experience in the catering world,
we will make the process seamless, creating
a fun and fresh yet professional alternative
to traditional catering, all at great value.

BITE CLUB IS SO...
FRESH: FLAVOUR!

FLEXIBLE: TRY US…

The key charm of street food culture, is that the food

With 3 years of experience we have perfected our

is cooked in front of your eyes, showing off our traders´

services to cater to your needs. Working closely with the

flair, flavour and unique style and adding to the overall

client, the venue and food traders, we transform any event

atmosphere of your event. From crowd favorites like Eggs

into a food extravaganza based on your preferences.

Benedict and classic burgers to Korean tacos, ice cream

Working with us is flexible, fun and easy. Whether you want

sandwiches and fruity cocktails, our offer continues to be of

sweet or savoury, inside or outdoors, trucks or stalls, Berlin

excellent quality.

or beyond, we’ll make it work.

SLICK: PROFESSIONALISING STREET FOOD

GOOD: SUPPORTING ENTREPRENEURS

With the combination of our knowledge on event catering

The strong relationship we have with 50 of the most

and street food cuisine, our bespoke consultative approach

exciting and innovative street food traders in Berlin enhances

and a keen eye for detail, we guarantee that everything will

the intimate atmosphere of the events. We like to collaborate

run smoothly. Our expertise and professionalism in this niche

with independent businesses to make a powerful force in

area is a key factor in successfully organising your one-of-a-

event catering. Through working with local businesses and

kind catering experience from start to finish.

passionate people, we make our services more personal
and support the community.

CASE STUDIES
abc art berlin contemporary
2014 · 2015

We fed and watered the hundreds of
visitors and over 50 exhibitors at abc art
berlin contemporary. abc is the landmark
event of Berlin Art Week and a platform where
international artists present their work to a
Berlin audience.
In STATIONS’ courtyard we cultivated a
summery vibe with our outdoor truck market
and a rotating selection of street food stalls.

The Bite Club team designed and built up
a drinks and gourmet salad bar complete with
waiter service. The bespoke salad menu was
crafted by chefs exclusively for this event.
A coffee and cake truck, two roaming
coffee stands and three further street food
stalls completed the lineup indoors.
We fed and watered over 25,000 visitors.

CASE STUDIES
Bite
Bite Bikini
Bikini Berlin
Berlin
2015
2015

Bite Club organised a three-tier market at
BIKINI Berlin to open Berlin Food Week 2015.
We entertained over 30,000 visitors on
three levels. Up high was the rooftop street
food market, indoors the farmers’ market and
outside the truck market.
The rooftop market contained an eclectic
mix of 6 street food stalls, our cocktail bar and
resident DJs.

The farmers market totaled 9 sellers
of boutique produce, drawn from both East
and West Berlin including Viniculture and
Peppikaese.
6 Food trucks were parked up on the
bustling square outside BIKINI serving such
street delicacies as Irish pies and green matcha
ice cream.

“We were very happy to work with Bite Club for the Berlin Food Week. For us this collaboration
offered the best combination of well selected street food, variety and internationality.”

WE’VE WORKED WITH…

LET’S TALK FOOD,
DRINKS AND PARTIES!
Miranda Zahedieh
miranda@biteclub.de

